Our incredibly popular Thumb-Box Show of small works for sale will return as an online feast of small art for sale. (This does not replace the December Show but is another Thumb-Box in addition to the holiday sale.) Subject matter is wide open and artists can submit up to (3) works.

This is an online shows so no work will need to be physically delivered to Salmagundi. However, artists whose work sells will need to make provisions to 1) Physically pack the work for shipping to the buyer or 2) Deliver the sold work to the Club so that we may ship to the buyer.

Exhibition Dates: Wednesday, July 1, 2020, through Friday, July 31, 2020
Submission Deadline: Monday, June 1, (by 12 midnight EST)
Work not submitted via online link (Live) can be brought in. Entries received after this date will not be accepted.
Acceptance Notification: Monday, June 15 via email
Click HERE to submit online: Image files MUST be at 300 dpi and 1000 pixels minimum on the longest side.
JPGS MUST be named:
Artist last name, first name, title, medium, size, price
Example: Smith, Doe, John, Sun in the Sky, etching, 10x14, 1,000
FOR JPGS:

REQUIREMENTS FOR THIS EXHIBITION:

1. Artists may submit up to THREE works for consideration.
2. Outside dimensions (including mat and frame) must not exceed 15”X 18”.
3. Image size must not exceed 108 sq. in. based on a 9”x12” canvas, paper, or photo size.
   Any image proportion equaling up to 108 square inches is acceptable.
4. Sculptures can be no larger than 12” in any direction and weigh nor more than 30 lbs.
5. All works MUST be PROFESSIONALLY PRESENTED, WIRED, AND DISPLAY READY.
6. All items must include price or be marked NFS. No POR.
7. Artists MUST supply (2) jpgs of work – one framed and one unframed - via online entry or by email if submitted Live. Posting a second picture of the work framed can contribute to sales possibilities.
8. Attached labels are for works that Artists bring to the Club – either as Live Submissions or as a completed sale.
REQUIREMENTS FOR ALL EXHIBITIONS:

– All items must include price and all works **MUST** be for sale!
– The decision of the Art Committee is final as to the order of the posted work.
– A contribution of 30% on sales will be welcomed by the Club, as has been customary.
– Artists not supplying a jpg of their work will incur a photography fee: $15 for one work, $20 for two, and $25 for three.

**LIABILITY:** For works brought to the Club, Salmagundi Club is not responsible for loss, fire, burglary, or any other damage to art work submitted. Submitting or sending a work of art implies an agreement on the part of the artist with the conditions set forth above.

**AWARDS:** TBD

**President, Salmagundi Club:** Elizabeth Spencer.

**Jury of Awards:** TBD

**Art Committee:** Richard Rosenblatt, Chairman. Pat Gerick, Vice Chairman. Anthony Almeida, Janet Cook, Kate Faust, Lou Lalli, Steve Margolis, Joan Marie Palmer, Roger Rossi, Georgette Sinclair, Shawn Sullivan, Alycia Thompson, alternate. Advisors emeritus: Joseph McGlynn, Claudia Seymour, Guy Wiggins

**Contact:** Richard Rosenblatt, Chairman
Salmagundi telephone (212) 255 -7740 fax (646) 349 - 2275
47 Fifth Ave
New York, NY 10003
email: info@salmagundi.org
### The Salmagundi Club

#### Christmas in July Thumb-Box Exhibition

Cut this Tag where indicated, secure top portion to back of work and lower portion to frame so it can be seen from the front. Sign in at the Front Desk
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